Safe Zone Exec Meeting
1/22/14
WUC Ochoco

All Ally Training Definitions
Review definitions and adjusted to be consistent

Upcoming Training
Reviewed trainers, materials are ready

Fundraising
Frozation Feb 5th 5-8pm (during Out & Proud week)
Valentine Fundraiser Feb 12th-14th 10a-2p – selling cards with candy, t-shirts and bags
Amanda looking into Crush
Funky Bun is no longer

LoriAnne update
Looking into past L&L to gather topics and content

Debbie update
Foundation grant not received
Proposal will be modified for the UDC grant

Conversation regarding spreading awareness of Safe Zone, properly articulating the need for Stonewall, making Safe Zone a program, looking to the IFC

Weekend Diversity Conference
Possibly all day Sat and ½ day Sun or ½ day Fri and all day Sat
Purpose – instead of incurring the cost of TTT training and having people not show, create an event with a cost involved to give a monetary value. People will be more likely to show and if they don’t, there is some cover for the costs to Safe Zone.